King David, the psalmist, with a scroll,
Wollaton Antiphonal (MS 250 f.213).

A dragon’s head appears in occasional
flourishes (WLC/LM/6 f.314).

Decoration of a medieval manuscript, like that of a modern web
page, served a number of functions and took many different
forms. A balance of text and image helps the reader to find
his place and conveys implicit messages about the owner or
author as well as being visually appealing.
The volume of French Romances and Fabliaux is the most
important illustrated work in the Wollaton Library Collection.
The French vernacular stories of knightly deeds and romance are
illustrated by 83 miniatures. In the tale Ille et Galeron by Gautier d’Arras
(far left), the hero Ille addresses the Emperor of Rome. Current research
confirms an early 13th century date for the volume, supporting its claim
to be the earliest fully illustrated surviving collection of romances.
The full page shows the planning and execution of the
decoration. Space was allocated for decorated initial letters, but
the plan was changed to include miniatures instead. Verse lines
are broken to fit the format. Elsewhere on the page, marginal
flourishes in red and blue draw the eye to smaller decorated
letters. The elaborate extension of letters into the bottom
margin suggests that on this occasion the scribe was also
responsible for some of the decorative flourishes.

A trumpeter displays the Chaworth arms,
part of an elaborate heraldic display,
Wollaton Antiphonal (MS 250 f.246v).

The features of a man’s head can be
The Wollaton Antiphonal, another major example of medieval
detected within this initial ‘U’
(WLC/LM/6 f.206v).
book illumination, was made more than two centuries after the
Romances. Its liturgical function places it in a different tradition. Many
initials are ‘historiated’, depicting an image that can generally be linked
to a long iconographic tradition: here the letter ‘B’ (for ‘Beatus’) is
decorated with an image of King David to introduce the Psalms. Of
particular interest are the heraldic elements, which firmly associate its
splendid production with the status of its owner, Thomas Chaworth of
Wiverton, Nottinghamshire.

Most of the marginal
flourishes repeat
foliage motifs
(WLC/LM/6 f.283v).
The tale of Ille et Galeron by Gautier d'Arras; folio
with miniature showing Ille addressing the emperor
of Rome (WLC/LM/6 f.164).

The initial letter Q appears frequently and gave particular scope for decorative flourishes
(WLC/LM/6 f.147).
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